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Nutritional / Holistic Therapy

All over the world many potent herbs are able to save cancer patients at various stages.

What is cancer: Cells divide without control create pressure on neighbour tissue and
produce chemicals which lead to death.

What is chemotherapy: They are toxic to all dividing cells of body including cells of cancer, stomach,
intestine, reproductive organs, hairs, skin, nails, & immune cells. As chemo drugs can’t differentiate
between good and cancer cells, it kills all of them, making the patient vulnerable to more infections, more
cancers and more diseases. Side effects also affect the health of brain, heart, liver, kidney, GIT etc and
interfere in normal function. But most of the chemotherapy & radiotherapy patients in advanced stages
don’t survive as chemotherapy itself kills at least 27% patients. Most of the chemotherapy drugs and
radiotherapy are proved to be human carcinogens (means produce CANCER in humans). After few years
you get new cancers.

Holistic Therapy / Nutritional therapy: Research confirmed Plant extracts can kill cancer cells effectively.
Main problem in using herbs is pushing the plant’s active molecules inside the body at required dose for
better action. It is made possible by using latest advanced NANOTECHNOLOGY formulations based on Novel
Drug Delivery System which have proved to improve the health of patients in all stages and provide every
opportunity to get rid of cancer. Care has been given in selecting herbs, combining them for synergistic
action, appropriate dosing, proper timing, possible herb-herb interactions, herb-drug interactions, herb-
drug-food interactions, etc. Many ingredients are not just safe & effective, but superior to chemotherapy.

Research experience of 15 years combined with advanced research on traditional herbs has resulted in
creating world’s first ever formulations which exponentially stimulate the body systems to repair
themselves, protecting from chemo/radio therapy side effects, stimulating immune system, and eradicate
cancer cells, all happening together.

These potent formulations including chocolate treatment is based on multiple target approach to defeat
the cancer. It induces death in cancer cells while it protects the healthy cells of vital organs like liver,
kidney, heart, brain from ill effects of advancing cancer & chemo. The benefits of therapy; upregulates p21,
p27 and p53 genes and downregulates AP-1, Cyclin D1, and Cyclin E genes, suppress the NF-kb gene
signaling pathway, activates proapoptotic factors, potentially stimulates immune system to produce
antibodies, activates CTLs, antagonizes free radicals 5000 times more than vitamin C, adapts brain to face
the situation, improves psychology, normalize hunger, minimize glucose spikes, reduce lipid peroxidation
at all levels of cells, increases mitochondria numbers, breaks the protective barrier of cancer mass,
suppress p-gp to promote drug absorption etc. This is only a partial list of numerous other benefits. It is for
this reason Brain Cancer is also easy to treat even in final stage.

CHOCOLATE Therapy: It is based on COCOA Chocolate comprising 100% herbal origin and
extremely potent. There are no side effects even in the highest doses tried. All patients who received the
therapy are benefitted (100% efficacy). Just eat & enjoy tasty CHOCOLATES, rest taken care by nature.

Even TUBERCULOSIS / Cirrhosis patients are enjoying the benefits of this therapy with speedy recovery.
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How this holistic approach works to the benefit of
CANCER patients

Herbs elicit superior effects than chemotherapy

 Nutrients that lower the 3 main cancer promoters: AP-1,

NF-kappa-B, and IGF.

 Nutrients that inhibit the main cancer promoting enzymes;

tyrosine kinase, m-TOR, akt and COX-2.

 Nutrients that convert hormones which promote cancer to hormones that protect against

cancer.

 Anti-angiogenic nutrients inhibit angiogenesis (stops blood supply to cancer).

 Anti-inflammatory nutrients reduce tissue swelling and pain.

 Reversing hyper insulinemia through nutrition.

 Nutrients promote apoptosis or cell death, a process by which cancer cells get killed.

 Detoxifying cancer-causing toxins with nutrients & diet.

 Nutrients protects vital organs like Heart, Kidney, Lung, Liver, Brain from Chemotherapy

and Radiotherapy and provides stability to fight against cancer

 Restore the Digestive tract ability to maintain hunger, digestion, & grow normal microflora.

 Restore bone marrow ability to produce and maintain

LIQUID LIFE - Blood

 Natural molecules restore the suppressed immunity to

normal, and then activate them to fight bad cells.

 Nutrients convert the immune resistant cancer cells to

susceptible, which get killed by CTLs

 Potent molecules can kill cancer cells directly and potentially stimulate immune system

like NK cells (Natural Killer).

All these are done with high safety without causing deadly effects like Chemo/Radio

therapy. Thus recovery, extension of life is better than CTRT.
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EXAMPLES OF HERBS USEFUL IN CANCER THERAPY

Tribulus protects Kidney Sylimarin protects Liver

Ashwagandha Protects Brain Spirulina provides energy

Curcumin Protects Lungs Grape seed fight Cancer

Lycopene protects peroxidation Andrographis fight inflammation

Tulsi fight infection Rosemary protects from cancer

Mint cuts blood to cancer cells Parsley cuts blood to cancer cells

Dil stimulates GIT Thyme fights cancer

Astaxanthin fights free radicals Pappaya protects blood
components

Green Tea fight Cancer Echinacea stimulates immunity

Honey protects from infection Ginger restores GIT
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We can also exploit the weakness of CANCER CELLS

to save the patient

Cancer doesn’t like OXYGEN Cancer suppress IMMUNITY

- Provide Excess - Stimulate it

Cancer likes ACIDITY Cancer Evades IMMUNITY

- Neutralise it - Arrest it

Cancer requires GLUCOSE Cancer causes depression

- Provide Less - Alleviate it

Cancer creates free RADICALS Cancer CORRUPTS GIT

- Scavenge it - Rectify it

Cancer causes INFLAMMATION Cancer suppress anticancer gene p53

- Antagonise it - Stimulate it

Cancer causes CACHEXIA
(End of LIFE)

- YOU Act before it
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Patient 1: No chemotherapy / No radiotherapy GBM (Anaplastic Astrocytoma)(April 2011)
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.4955941663788.256823.1456352757&type=1&l=f3d444c07b
Patient 2: Brain GBM recovered and have excellent tolerance for Chemotherapy (Astro/oligodendrocytoma)(May
2012)
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10200555419035400.1073741826.1456352757&type=1&l=482ddd12
4b

Patient 3: Breast cancer awaiting for next scan (Whole body metastasis)(Feb 2013)
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10200574388069614.1073741827.1456352757&type=1&l=26050704
a2

Patient 4: Child aged 3 years having ATRT (very rare Rhabdoid Tumor) got arrested the growth & shrunken the
tumor. As on 15-03-2014 she has no new lesions and got removed the port of chemotherapy. Child has recovered
and almost normal like in school.

More data will be made available online over the time.

(Please don’t share these patient details)

These proven herbs sure alleviate the problem of cancer patients either with or without chemotherapy.

Contact help line: 88845 88835 Send mail to cancerherbalist@gmail.com

*Some of them are yet to be validated and none of the herbs are evaluated or validated by FDA.
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All, As all of you know Cancer is not an easy disease to cure. Every aspect has to be carefully analysed and decision
need to be taken. Being Pharmacological research Scientist engaged in testing drugs for their efficacy for 20 years
has spent lot of time in studying, teaching, researching cancer & cancer therapy. Wanted to do more than just
teaching, ventured to provide the best possible herbal formulations.

I have opted hybrid system of both Ayurveda and Allopathy systems. Used best of both worlds to make controlled,
efficient, synergistic tasty formulations including technological breakthrough Nano formulations from 2011. Herbs
are selected based on science studied for their efficacy and then specific extract is selected. Active molecules from
herbs has been isolated by best safe techniques and formulated by using latest technology. Thus several barriers of
herbal therapy have been overcome easily. Eg: Curcumin is the active from Turmeric and we use Curcumin 95% pure
rather than turmeric decoctions. Hence the control over therapy is predictive and better control over the dose.

Patients who stuck to the therapy have all sailed out of danger and almost leading normal life. Only drawback is price
as we use high purity extracts, which costs more unlike who use crude herbs.

For details about therapy, documents of patients will be available on request. For a one to one free consultation
please call the volunteer 88845 88835 or write to cancerherbalist@gmail.com.


